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1st  Day Five Day Sesshin

During the previous sesshin I gave teisho on the koan of Gutei’s finger.  At that

time I did not go on to give teisho on Mumon’s comment, or his gatha.  If I have time, at

a later date, I will give teisho on those parts of the third case, but today I would like to

begin on the fourth case, “Bodhidharma has no beard.” 

Wakuan’s  expression  begins  with  the  words,  “The  barbarian  of  the  western

heaven,” and usually that is interpreted to mean Bodhidharma.   He continues and asks,

“Why does he have no beard?”  Wakuan taught his disciples in this way, he said, “If you

look at a picture of Bodhidharma he has a very full beard, but why is it that we say that

he has no beard?”  

The first thing that must be done when giving teisho on this is to face those

people who are actually practicing this as a koan, and explain how you should interpret

this in order to practice it.  

To speak of having or not having is only something that occurs in the human

world.  We are only told things like that in the world of so called developed function of

consciousness.  Birds or dogs probably don’t worry about this question of having or not

having. They most likely live and act without having any doubts about having or not

having.  Birds and dogs are simply acting without being tied up by having or not having.

Only we human beings who have our so called developed function of consciousness act

being tied up by having or not having.  Therefore, when Buddhism teaches about the

human world,  and how to attain  salvation in the human world we say that  when we

human beings transcend having or not having that is when we have attained salvation.  
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Buddhism says, as I always tell you, therefore, that we have to find some way to

recognize these two opposing conditions of having or not having.   If we were just like

dogs  or  birds,  and  we  weren’t,  actually,  tied  up  by  having  or  not  having,  then  we

wouldn’t have to deal with this question.  But we are, and so we have to have a question

about having and not having.  We have to face this as a problem.  

At least as one way of teaching about this Buddhism says that having and not

having are activities.  They are two activities that oppose each other.  I have told you so

many times that Buddhism calls these two opposing activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

In order to make it easier to understand we can call these two activities the expanding and

contracting activities. If we call one side the plus activity then the other side becomes the

minus activity.  If we express these two mutually opposing activities more widely, then

we can use many and various different words to express them.  

No  matter  what  words  we  use  to  describe  these  two  fundamental  opposing

activities, according to Buddhism it is these two activities working together that birth us

and also lead us to annihilation.  At least as one expedient means, when we really get

down to practice in Tathagata Zen we say that the expanding activity is plus, and the

contracting activity is minus.  

Tathagata  Zen  teaches  that  plus  and  minus  undoubtedly  meet,  and  also

undoubtedly unify with each other.  The state of the unification of plus and minus in

Tathagata Zen is called the state of perfection, or the state of completion.  One way to

describe that complete state is to say that it is the condition where you don’t have to have

any doubts, and it also is not necessary for anyone to question you about anything.  That

is what is called the manifestation of the one and only world that there is, the world of

which there are not two.  

Buddhism says that if you posit the existence of an Almighty personified being,

if  you posit  the existence of the personified God, then that would be the same as to

personify  this  unique,  one  and  only  world.   We  also  name  that  same  state  the
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manifestation of the perfect self.  The teaching of the practice of Tathagata Zen concludes

that there is no God, there is no perfect self, there is no one and only world other than the

unification of plus and minus.  We can call, as I just said, the unification of plus and

minus the perfect self, or the one and only unique world, or even the personified God,

and also in Buddhism we say that this same state is the dharmakaya, is the true Buddha.

It is also very necessary for you to contemplate that the true Buddha, the state of the

dharmakaya is the Great Cosmos itself.  It is this one great absolute space itself.  

The state of the dharmakaya, the manifestation of the condition of the complete

self is, as I just said, the state in which the two fundamental opposing activities of plus

and minus have become one.  

Buddhism, however, very clearly says that it is just not the case that the state of

the unification of the two activities of plus and minus can be fixated.  The existence of

their unification is not a fixated, static existence.  When we observe more carefully the

state of the unification of plus and minus we see that it is a state of activity, in which plus

and minus are constantly repeating states of total unification and states of facing or being

distinct from each other, over and over again.  

The  condition  of  the  origin,  which  is  another  way  to  describe  this  state  of

unification or perfection, is in no way a condition of rest or inactivity.  It is a condition of

activity, in which plus and minus face and unify, face and unify, over and over again.   

And this condition of activity called the unification of plus and minus itself is

also not fixated.  It also will become a new condition which we call the state of separation

of plus and minus.  This is when plus and minus actually separate, which is different from

simply facing or being distinct from each other.  

Within this one and only true absolute space the two activities of plus and minus

will, undoubtedly, manifest a new state in which they are not only facing each other, and

opposing each other, but actually separate from each other.  
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I think that I have told you innumerably time up until now the reason for the

separation of plus and minus. I have told you the principle of why it  is that they do

inevitably come to separate.  When plus and minus separate from each other it is not the

case that they do so randomly or without a principle behind it.  

In the teaching of Tathagata Zen we have two words to describe space, koku  虚

空 which means absolute, true space, and kukan  空間 which means an imperfect interval

of  space.   And when plus  and minus separate  from each other  they both give  equal

amounts of their power or strength in order to bring that imperfect interval of space into

being in between them.  

I often tell you that if you are really practicing this koan it is necessary for you

to be able to express this fundamental principle in words yourself.  You have to be able to

write about it, and express yourself in words.  It is only through that kind of practice that

you can experience this principle just as you have heard it in teisho.  

People seem very quick to say that they understand, and yet when I ask you the

simple  question  of  What  separation  really  means,  it  is  obvious  that  none  of  you

understand.  

At least as one way of teaching about it Buddhism describes the activities of

plus  and minus to  sometimes  manifest  a  condition  in  which  plus  manifests  the  total

activity of plus, and through that brings into being the complete plus space, and likewise

minus, doing the total minus activity brings the perfect minus space into being.  

However,  Siddhartha,  the  founder  of  Buddhism,  went  on  to  say  that  these

activities of plus and minus are acting within one world.  They don’t do their activity in

separate worlds.  They do it in the same one world.  Because of this it is inevitable that

plus and minus will manifest the condition of their encounter with each other.  

Inevitably plus and minus meet.  Unfailingly we meet each other.  To give a

concrete example Buddhism says that without a doubt the living self and the dying self

will meet each other.  To give an even more concrete example we can begin by saying
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that a man is something that has the activity that forms man as his content.  And a woman

is doing the female activity, and through that manifesting that state called woman.  

Because those two opposing activities have one shared world as the arena in

which they act,  without a doubt they will  meet.   I  think it  is fair  to say that we all,

constantly, are experiencing this principle: the inevitability of the meeting of man and

woman.  

I always tell you this same principle!  I wish you would do the kind of sanzen

that would make it unnecessary for me to say it yet again!

Plus and minus do meet each other, but according to Buddhism that meeting is

never  fixated.   Because  plus  and  minus  will  inevitably  go  on  to  do  the  activity  of

experiencing each other’s worlds that condition of meeting is broken through.  

When  the  encounter  is  broken  through,  what  kind  of  a  world  is  plus  now

walking in? What kind of a world is plus acting in?  Minus is similar in this. She has met

plus, and now she breaks through that meeting, and now, having broken through, what

kind of a world is she in?  What kind of a world is she walking through? 

Of course,  plus,  having broken through the  meeting  is  now in  the  world of

minus.   He  is  in  the  world  that  minus  had  previously  been  walking  through.   And

unfailingly he will eventually arrive at the very source of minus.  Although I tell you this

over and over and over again, it seems as if the ones who don’t understand are in the

majority.  

Minus is the same. She breaks through the meeting, and now she is walking in

the world of plus, the world that plus was walking in before.  She, as well, will eventually

arrive at the very origin of plus.  

When we consider that first meeting of plus and minus, there is a koan about

that.  It asks, “Before plus met minus, where was he? Where did he come from?  Before

minus met plus, where was she?  Where did she come from?”  But, in fact, there is no

need to be confused by that koan. It is very clear.  Plus came from the origin of plus, and
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minus came from the origin of minus.  If you cannot answer the simple question of where

plus and minus came from, then it is utterly obvious that you are practicing blind Zen!  

Plus began his activity at the origin of plus, and then he departs from that origin,

he takes off from that origin, and minus, likewise, departs from her origin, and then they

come to meet each other.  

When you sit in zazen, what you should be doing is taking this teaching you

have heard in teisho, and then contemplating this activity over and over again to yourself.

It doesn’t seem, however, that you do that.  Instead of doing this contemplation it seems

as if you are bringing along all sorts of ideas from somewhere else, and thinking about

them.  And then you answer from that outside thinking point of view.  I can tell right

away when you come and answer in sanzen if you have been doing that.  I just think to

myself, “This is the answer of a person doing sleepy zazen.”  It is not necessary for you

to come in and talk about this or that person’s ideas, or your own personal problems!  

It is here, when plus and minus break through their first meeting, that they give

rise to that imperfect interval of space that we call kukan.  Kukan, imperfect space is the

kind of space we can think about, and see.  Plus and minus bring this imperfect interval

of space into being by giving of themselves in equal amounts.  As one example we can

say that they both give one hundredth of themselves. 

Tathagata Zen  very kindly and carefully breaks this down for us, and says that

because plus and minus both  give an exactly equal amount of themselves, in this case

one  hundredth  of  themselves,  when  those  two  amounts  that  have  been  given  come

together, because they are equal, and one is plus and one is minus, of course the result is

zero.

It  is  through  plus  and  minus,  expanding  and  contracting,  giving  this  one

hundredth of themselves, that they are able to break through each other, and then arrive at

the origin of the other activity.  
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If you want to do this contemplation in a full and satisfying way, we recommend

that  you throw out your flat  way of thinking,  and replace it  with a spherical  way of

thinking.

When plus and minus have manifested this condition of having arrived at the

origin of the other, we can say that plus is now at the very source of contraction, and

minus has arrived at the very source of expansion.  

You can see from this that it is just not possible to completely and satisfactorily

contemplate  the  activities  of  plus  and  minus  meeting  each  other,  and  then  breaking

through that meeting and arriving at each other's  origins through a flat way of thinking.

You have to contemplate it as a spherical activity.  

If you really carefully contemplate this activity, according to Tathagata Zen you

will see for yourself that in this state of plus and minus having arrived at each other's

origins  they have experienced half  of their  one shared home.   They have completely

experienced only half of the entire thing.  

It is, however, very difficult to truly grasp this principle.  If you are beginning

your Zen practice you have to take plenty of time to do plenty of zazen if you are every

going to hope to catch on to this!  It is just not an easy thing to understand.  

Plus doing the plus activity manifests the world of plus, and minus, doing the

minus activity, manifests the world of minus.  Then they meet each other.  Then they

break through each other, and now, when we observe plus, we see that he is in the world

of minus.  Now, for the first time, he is together with minus.  And so for this half of the

sphere, in the half that was originally the minus half, he is completely experiencing that

half, together with minus.  Minus is similar in this.  When she breaks through the meeting

of plus and minus, now she is in the world of plus, and experiencing the world of plus,

being totally together with plus, and therefore manifesting zero.  But, in this case we

cannot  say  that  plus  and minus  have  completely  manifested  their  world,  their  home.

They have not completely experienced the entire home.
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There  is  no  way  around  the  necessity  of  both  plus  and  minus  here  turning

around, and going in the opposite direction to complete their experience of the entire

sphere.  If they don’t do that the perfect zero will not manifest.  According to Tathagata

Zen  plus  and  minus  will  not  come  to  the  condition  in  which  they  have  completely

experienced the entire sphere, they will not manifest the true and perfect zero until they

have completed  the  round-trip  activity  of  going to  the  source  of  the  other,  and then

returning back to their own source. 

This  complete  experience,  this  complete  manifestation  of  zero,  when  we

personify it we can understand it to be the state of no-thinking and no-doubt.  In other

words the state of the manifestation of true love.  

When plus and minus do arrive back at their own sources, then this is where

they together  have manifested a  new condition  of  the origin,  a new manifestation  of

absolute space.  

When  plus  and  minus  break  through  each  other,  and  arrive  at  each  other's

origins, then they both simultaneously turn around, and so then, right at the same time,

plus comes to be looking towards  minus, and minus comes to be looking towards plus.  

Minus  breaks  through  the  meeting  of  plus  and  minus,  and  then  she  walks

through the world of plus, and experiences the world of plus, and arrives at the very

origin of plus.  Then she turns around, and looks back towards the origin of minus, her

own origin.  Yet, although she is looking in that direction, she cannot see her own origin.

Plus is the same way in this.  He breaks through the meeting of plus and minus, and

manifests zero, and then arrives at the origin of minus, and yet he cannot see the world of

plus anymore.  

Although in this state minus cannot see back to her origin from the origin of

plus, she can think about her own origin.  She can think her origin is existing behind the

shadow of this experience.  Plus in this case is in the same situation.  He has arrived at

the  origin  of  minus,  and turns  around and looks back towards  his  own origin.   But,
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although he cannot see it, he can think  that it does exist.  Actually he is looking towards

it, but not seeing it, he can think ﾒ I know that behind the shadow my origin exists.ﾓ  It is

possible to do the activity of thinking about our own origin.  

When we consider why plus and minus cannot see back to their own origins in

this case where they have arrived at the origin of the opposite we have to remember that

when  they  first  broke  through  each  other  they  both  gave  forth  one  hundredth  of

themselves to make that imperfect interval of space in between which we can call their

child.  Because they gave birth to that child, the child becomes an obstruction to their

seeing back to their own origins.  

Therefore both plus and minus are both in the situation of needing to continue to

act.  They need to turn around, they need to begin to move towards their own sources,

and it is only through that activity of returning back to their own origins that they can

complete the experience of their one shared world.  It is only through this that they can

clearly experience holding their one shared world together.

We are also told within this tradition of Tathagata Zen that the Buddha taught,

from his own experience, that when plus and minus are in the midst of their returning

back to their own origins, they will meet, in the middle, the child that they had previously

birthed.  In other words minus will meet up with that part of herself she had previously

given, and plus will meet up with the part of himself he had previously given.  

When  plus  and minus  meet  this  second time,  actually,  they  cannot  at  once,

directly meet each other.  What they do meet is that child they had given birth to when

they first broke through each other.  

In order to meet this second plus and minus had to both take the form of the

other.  Plus, in order to return back to his origin, has to do the minus activity, and minus,

likewise, in order to return to her home.  Has to now be doing the plus activity.  It is only

then that they can meet for this second.
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This activity of, as we say in Buddhism, “bakeru  化ける ”  is translated into

English in various ways, such as disguise, transform, incarnate, and so forth, but none of

them seems to really hit the mark.  

Minus disguises herself by doing the plus activity, and having transformed into

the plus activity, she is returning to her own origin, and then she bumps into the child she

had helped give birth to previously, and at once she makes the minus portion of that child

she had previously helped to birth, and at once she makes that portion her content, and

becomes the pure, complete activity of minus again.  Plus is the same in this.  He has

transformed himself in to minus, and is now returning home, and meets his child, and

makes the plus portion of that child his content.  In doing this, at once, he returns to being

the pure complete plus activity.

The incarnated into plus minus activity, when she meets the imperfect interval of

space who is her child, at once she takes back up the minus part she had previously given,

and becomes the perfect activity of minus again, and manifests a new condition of the

source.  The plus activity is the same.  He is now transformed, incarnated into minus, and

he meets up with his child, and he takes back the plus activity of the child, and then

becomes  the  perfect  plus  activity,  and  is  then,  at  once,  back  at  his  own  source,

manifesting a new condition of the origin.  

Even if you have done zazen seriously for five or six years this is a difficult part

in the story to understand, so of course if you are just starting your Zen practice it is

going to be even more difficult.  

However, one thing that everybody should be able to understand from this is that

in the original condition plus and minus are acting without will.  Without any function of

will,  without any thinking, without any function of consciousness plus and minus are

doing expanding and contracting.  

Even the activity of plus and minus sacrificing of themselves, giving equal parts

of themselves, and through that separating from each other, is done without will.  And
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also the manifestation of plus and minus arriving at each other's  origins, and standing up

at  the  very  source  of  the  other,  is  done without  will.   And also  the  activity  of  plus

disguising himself  as minus,  incarnating into the minus activity,  and minus doing the

same, is also an activity which is done without will.  Throughout all of these different

activities plus and minus do within the original condition, according to the teaching of

Buddhism, there is no will involved.  The activity of plus and minus transforming into

each other is also done without will.  And when they meet their child, and take back the

part of the child they had previously given in order to birth that child, that taking back,

and then moving on to manifest a new condition of the origin, is also done without will.  

The child is given birth to through plus and minus giving simultaneously and

equally one hundredth of themselves, and through that breaking through each other.  It is

that  child,  that  imperfect  interval  of  space  who grows and  develops,  and  eventually

comes to be the thing that does the function of consciousness.

When the function of consciousness develops then the wisdom will  be born,

also, that knows the principle of plus and minus incarnating into each other, and taking

back the child  they had previously given birth to.   Through the manifestation of this

wisdom this principle will be practiced willingly, willfully.  

When plus and minus manifest the condition of separation, we say they have

done that through the activity of subject and object separating from each other.  That

activity of the separation of subject and object happens will-lessly, and yet, as the process

of  growth and development  continues,  it  will  come to  be done willfully  through the

wisdom of it.  

When we think in terms of subject and object we say that the object is the plus

activity and the subject is the minus activity.  

When the condition of the separation of subject and object is manifest, it never

remains, it never is fixated, at once, again, subject and object unify, and a new condition

of the source is manifest.  It is through going through both the processes of the separation
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of subject and object, and then unification of subject and object, that a new condition of

the  origin  is  manifest.   That  is  the  teaching  of  Buddhism,  and  to  appeal  to  your

experience and practice to do that teaching is Tathagata Zen practice.

I have gone over the allotted time, and so I should stop, but I in order to come to

a stop I must speak just a little bit more.  

The development into the condition of separation of subject and object, and then

unification of subject and object over and over again, that entire process is called the

activity of The Tathagata.  Later in the development of the teaching of Buddhism the

words used to describe this process of the continual repetition of the manifestation of

separation of subject  and object  and unification of subject  and object,  was called the

Dharma activity.   This word Dharma was very popular at the time, and so instead of

calling it the activity of The Tathagata, it was called Dharma activity.

This might seem like the end of the story, but really it is not!

The reason why it isn ﾕ t the end of the story is because we also have to teach

about the two aspects of leading and following.  If we consider the two fundamental

mutually  opposing  activities  to  be  expanding  and  contracting,  there  are  times  when

expanding is taking the lead and at those times contracting is following that lead.  The

place where the expanding activity is taking the lead, at least as one way of explaining it,

is  called  the  place  of  living.   Although  plus  and  minus,  tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata,

expanding and contracting are always working together, there are also times when it is

the minus, coming, contracting activity that is taking the active role, and at those times

the plus activity is following, or reacting.  

At the times when the plus activity is taking the lead, and that process has been

completed, that is what we call the state of salvation.  I hope I have time to speak about

this in more detail later.

Buddhism says  that  the state  of salvation,  also,  is  not  fixated,  we also must

become  free  from that  salvation.   In  newspapers  and  magazines  you can  often  read
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testimonials of people who tell us how they were saved.  It is those people speaking of

their  own experiences,  and so I suppose there is nothing to be said against  them just

saying whatever they want to say, but, according to Buddhism the state of salvation is

never a fixated state.  Undoubtedly we must continue to act to become free from that state

of salvation.  

The  activity,  according  to  Buddhism,  of  becoming  free  from  the  state  of

salvation, is an activity in which the minus activity is taking the lead, being aided by the

plus activity.  And through that process, inevitably that state of being free from the state

of salvation.

That manifestation, of having become totally free from the state of salvation is

called, in Buddhism, liberation.

The  Dharma  activity  is  the  activity  of  the  repetition  of  the  living  activity

bringing the state of salvation into being, and the dying activity  bringing the state of

liberation into being.  Living and dying, salvation and liberation, repeating over and over

again.  That is why I need to speak about it more.

So what about this koan?  We have the barbarian from the Western Heaven,

Bodhidharma, and he has this thick luscious beard, if you believe what you see in all the

painting of him, and so the question this koan gives us is this, “Is Bodhidharma doing the

Dharma activity or not?”

But I will stop here for today.

終

The End
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